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Datasheet

Dual ear, noise-canceling headset for large deployments

The HD-150 is a dual ear noise-canceling headset that delivers great sound and has an
The
HD-700 is a single-earpiece call centre headset with an
adjustable headband to give you the right fit for all-day comfort. The dual speakers are ideal
ultra
noise-cancelling
microphone.
stylish
die-cast
aluminium
for those
who need to give their
full attention toIts
calls..
The mic
boom rotates
270 degrees
so you can wear the HD-150 on either ear for the style that suits you, with technology that
frame
makes the HD-700 super lightweight and means it is ideal
makes it the ideal headset for offices & call centres.

for intensive all day use. The HD-700 is the premium product
you need for the highest quality of sound and comfort for the call
centre environment or your modern office.
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Noise Canceling

Noise-canceling

Quick Disconnect

2
Year Warranty

		

Features		

Benefits

Connectivity

Quick Disconnect

Interchangeable QD cable system ensures compatibility with a wide range
of desk phone and Unified Communications platforms

Form Factor &
Comfort

Dual Ear

Aids the user with concentration on the call

Durable and light frame

Made to a stylish design engineered from plastics and metal with strength in
mind

270 degree mic-rotation

The microphone can be worn on either side to accommodate user
preference

Adjustable headband

Headband will fit a wide range of different users comfortably

Noise-canceling microphone

High quality noise-cancelation technology aids call clarity from your agents
even in busy work environments

Wideband frequency

The clear and natural sound is even more lifelike over suitable wideband
connections

Acoustic shock protected

Sound spikes are capped at 118dB to protect the user’s hearing from
damage by unexpected loud sounds on the line

2 year warranty

2 years manufacturer’s replacement warranty

Audio

Warranty
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